
About Café & Sweets -“KITA NO WATAYUKI“
The new mouthfeel prodcut “Watayuki” is the core of 
“KITA NO WATAYUKI”, which extends the “café & 
sweets” business into 5 categories.
“Watayuki” originated from snow region (Aomori).
From little children to the elderly all love this fluffy taste 
and softly melting in the mouth, it is phrased as “It is 
just like eating the fresh snow with syrop on top.”

The superiority of “KITA NO WATAYUKI”
・The only shops sell new sensation sweets “watayuki”
・A Unique position in ice cream market
・Small scale, Low investment, High area efficiency
・Franchisee no needs to pay for royalties
・Abundant menu never bores the customers
・Available for any kinds of events
・Also can be a side business

The features of “Watayuki”
・Store in -40°C super freezer. Use exclusive slicers to 

slice special watayuki Ice base thinly into fluffy taste.
・With rich natural marine fiber and calcium.
・Made in Japan locally, reliable, and safe.
・By using different kinds of watayuki ice base, exclusive 

sauce and topping can mix up over 200variations.

5 kinds of KITA NO WATAYUKI categories retain the most fickle customers

Attractive growing business

Ice cream market achievement factors

First appearance in Japan! New booming sweets - Épi Stick

KITA NO WATAYUKI FC STORE
PAST SALES BEST 3

STORE AREA GROSS INCOME

top1 SC○○shop 9 tsubo 13.6mil

top2 SC○○shop 7.6 tsubo 10.73mil

top3 SC○○shop 11 tsubo 10.61mil

IN SHOPPING CENTER
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OPERATING PROFIT MARGIN

37.2% ACHIEVED

・New & premium ice cream preference
・Global warming phenomenon
・Accelerate the speed of opening shops 

indoor without seasons restriction, such as 
shopping center etc
・Located in shopping mall・amusement park
・High topicality on mass communication・

media

★New topic in Japan
★A wealth of menus
★Moderate price •A wide range of customers

★Take out service brings up the average sales
★Attractive store design
★in�nite productivity•Easy operation

★Know-how of a popular tapioca drink
★Direct instruction via Barista
★Selling apple juice directly from Aomori

Hit products
in winter

Getting sales
in spring

Explosive hit
products

in summer

Outstanding product
development
capabilities

Getting sales
in autumn

Choose your ideal type
from 5 categories

Sales can be expected in all seasonsNew products keep releasing!

NEW MOUTHFEEL SWEETS

Watayuki

・SENZO COFFEE
・Tapioca drink
・Fruit drink

CaféCafé

・Kurukuru potato
・Kamashite potato
・Pasta ● Curry
・Caramel candy

Food

・Épi Stick
・Yukidarumayaki
・Others

Baking

・Il gelato
・Soft Cream
・Sundae

Ice

NOT SHAVED ICE,
NOT ICE CREAM !

NEW FLUFFY MOUTHFEEL SWEETS !!!

You can serve all the products
by franchising only 1 category

“FUJI KEIZAI MARKETING HAND-
BOOK” reference

Excluding retail stores, market scale 
of the food service industry-“Ice 
cream in a broad sense” is around 
400 billion yen.

The franchisees of “KITA NO WATAYUKI”, “Épi Stick”,“SENZO COFFEE” are increasing rapidly.
Café&Sweets New style stick sweets True Coffee by nel drip method

A NEW PROFIT-MAKING BUSINESS

LOW INVESTMENTOPEN OVER 35 SHOPS & EVENT VENDERS


